Introduction

48
Biodiversity around the world is threatened with annihilation (Ceballos et al. 2017 Many conservation laws include provisions to protect habitat. For example, the U.S.
65
Endangered Species Act (ESA) is the primary tool for conserving imperiled species in the United
66
States. Among its strengths are the requirement for identification of 'critical habitat' that is 67 necessary for the conservation of listed species, and prohibitions against destroying or adversely there is little risk of punishment for exceeding a speed limit because there is no monitoring, there 83 is every reason to believe they will. Currently, there is little research available on the extent of 84 enforcement and compliance of habitat protection laws and policies 
117
The growing availability of free satellite images and other remote-sensing data provide an 118 efficient and effective solution for many biodiversity monitoring challenges (Turner et al. 2003) .
119
When combined with information on species range and areas permitted for habitat disturbance or 120 destruction, these data open a wealth of opportunities for compliance monitoring and 121 enforcement. As remote sensing data has become more ubiquitous and accessible, so too have 122 the number of approaches for change detection (Willis 2015 The basic process (Fig. 1) 7. Select pixels exceeding these minimum change thresholds.
154
Image Processing
155
After defining an area of interest and collecting all the spatially overlapping Sentinel-2 images,
156
we first removed cloud and cloud shadow pixels from each image in the collection. Built-in 157 cloud masking is limited for Sentinel-2 imagery, because this system does not contain a thermal 158 sensor measuring temperature, which is critical to common cloud masking procedures (Zhu et al. 159 2015). We used the quality assurance bands included with all S2 images, and additionally 160 calculated cloud and shadow probability metrics as follows. cloud, shadow, and water pixels were then removed from each image.
180
After all images in the spatially filtered collection were masked for clouds, shadows, and 181 water, we applied per-pixel terrain correction using the c-correction equation (Teillet et al. 182 1982). This method standardizes the reflectance of sloped surfaces using the illuminance of each location of the image. We used the 30m resolution digital elevation model from the U.S.
185
Geological Survey (Farr et al. 2007 ) to determine slope and aspect. Change detection was ultimately run between single before and after images. However,
187
clouds, shadows and other artefacts can make detection difficult between any two images.
188
Therefore, we compared two composites of all the masked and corrected images in before and The output image is then iteratively re-weighted using the probability that a pixel 225 represents no-change. We approximate this probability with p-values from the relevant and the maximum of either an equal number of random pixels or 1,000 random pixels within the 266 study area not falling within areas of change and split these data into 70% training and 30% 267 validation sets.
268
We used a combination of linear discriminant analysis and receiver operating maximized the differentiation between algorithm outputs in changed and unchanged pixels.
273
Coefficients were estimated from training data for changes occurring in all habitats, and specific 274 to major habitat types. We then used receiver operating characteristic curves to identify the 
281
Case Studies
282
To demonstrate how these methods might be applied in situ, we evaluated the outputs 283 from both change detection algorithms in each of four case studies ( greater than a sequence of minimum size {0 ac, 0.1 ac, 0.5 ac, 1 ac}, and calculate performance 307 metrics within each of these subsets.
308
Results
309
Algorithm Validation
310
We collected algorithm output data from areas of real and no change at 100 locations 311 (Supporting Information). Bare ground was the most common form of disturbance (86/100).
312
Because bare ground preceded residential development and pavement, we did not detect these 313 disturbance forms at any location. In 12 instances, solar fields were built directly over existing 314 desert and grassland areas within the three-months comprising the 'after' image, and therefore 315 appeared as a direct change from habitat to solar development.
316
Overall, both algorithms effectively discriminated change from no-change among 317 validation data, as indicated by AUC scores > 0.90 for all habitat types (Fig. 2) . Generally, the 318 MAD algorithm performed slightly better than the LCC algorithm, as indicated by higher AUC 319 scores. This was especially true in detecting 'generic' change, when thresholds were not 320 optimized to a specific habitat type (Fig. 2) loss was due to oil and gas drilling pad and road construction.
341
The MAD algorithm was more sensitive to landscape changes, but less specific than the 342 LCC algorithm, as indicated by higher commission rates and lower omission rates ( Wright, WY case study area to several days in the Permian Basin, TX study area.
354
Discussion
355
The conservation of biodiversity has been limited, in part, by an inability to monitor and ( Fig. 1) . This flexibility is in part attributable to the use of land cover specific thresholds 372 obtained from simple linear discriminant analysis using subsets of algorithm output data. We 373 observed slightly lower AUC scores when receiver operating characteristic curves were 374 produced using thresholds estimated from all data across land cover types. Specific thresholds
375
were also important in detecting changes other than bare ground (e.g., solar energy 376 development). The availability of a flexible tool that can be applied in a variety of contexts,
377
rather than requiring a different tool for different ecosystems, should make automated change 378 detection more readily adopted by entities with regulatory authority.
379
The ability of each algorithm to detect meaningful change was confirmed in case studies,
380
where both methods identified nearly all instances of anthropogenic habitat loss that were 381 manually delineated (i.e., low omission rates; Table 2 ). The MAD algorithm appeared more 382 sensitive and less specific than LCC as illustrated by outputs from case studies. Generally higher 383 commission rates among MAD outputs reflect the tendency of this algorithm to detect all types 384 of change -even those occurring naturally due to phenology and seasonality. The change 385 metrics included in the LCC algorithm that related to real-world phenomena (e.g., dNDVI, dNBR, 386 etc.) likely enabled better discrimination between generic and habitat-specific change.
387
Commission occurred from one of two outcomes: instances of habitat loss missed by manual demonstrates the potential for an automated change detection system to produce more complete 399 result, especially over large areas, than manual inspection of before and after images.
400
Furthermore, both algorithms were more efficient than manual inspection of satellite imagery. 
611
(black) algorithms and align with those found by time-consuming manual delineation (blue).
612
Changes were identified between pre-processed median composites from January 2018 as the 613 before image, and January 2019 as the after image.
